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No. AIBSNLEA/CHQ/DRCFA/2018       Dated 07.05.2018 
 
To, 
 
The Director (CFA), 
BSNL Board, 
New Delhi - 110001 
 
Subject: Immediate switch off of DTAX at Medical College, Trivandrum to stop additional 

fatigue in tune of lacks and lacks of rupees to already bleeding BSNL – Our concern 
regarding: 

  
Respected Sir, 
 
On the subject cited above, we would like to bring to your notice that as a part of technology up 
gradation the traffic migration of the DTAX TVM to IPTAX, KTM was completed on 9th March 2018 
except for Airtel BSO (4 E1s) and RCOM BSO (1 E1). On perusal, the migration of Airtel BSO was 
also completed on 13th of April 2018 and only RCOM BSO was pending due to unknown reason. 
Even the new trunk diagram by BSNL for RCOM to IP-TAX Kottayam has not been approved yet 
by RCOM BSO.  
 
Apparently, on 16th April, 2018, RCOM BSO was disconnected from service by BSNL for 
nonpayment of POI charges. Thus without any traffic from any operators, the DTAX switch is being 
kept powered on by eating a huge 300 Amps of DC current to switch and consuming heavy AC 
current for its Air conditioning. This Switch and its Air Conditioning are contributing a big portion of 
KSEB monthly bill of rupees 18 Lacks to Medical College Exchange.  
 
At any point of time, after completing all shifting formalities like trunk diagram approval, conducting 
A/T etc.  BSNL can provide connectivity to RCOM BSO to IPTAX, KTM instead of DTAX, TVM. 
Hence, Keeping ON the DTAX without any time slot to switch by leaking ten thousands of rupees 
per day from BSNL exchequer is suspicious. 
 
As per “POI Inter Connect Agreement”, CGMT is the final authority to take a final decision on the 
subject. Hence we drag your kind attention to the subject and request your good office to kindly direct 
CGMT Kerala to take all the necessary steps immediately to switch off the idle switch which is 
unnecessarily burdening lacks and lacks of debt to our BSNL, which is intolerable to anyone who 
loves BSNL. 
   

With kind regards, 
 

         Yours sincerely 
-sd- 

   (Prahlad Rai) 
General Secretary 

 


